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Abstract - In this paper, we studied microphase separation on and pattern transfer to graphene substrates using commercially obtained
poly(styrene)-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) block copolymers (BCP) possessing lamellar and cylindrical
morphologies. Self-assembly was achieved using a thermal annealing technique, and well-arranged microphase separated patterns were
obtained. Insertion of alumina oxide into the patterns followed by etch treatments allowed pattern transfer to the substrate surface.
After pre-studies were carried out and parameters were optimized on SiO2 coated Si surfaces, experiments were continued on SiO2
coated graphene surfaces. Characterization was performed mainly by atomic force microscope (AFM) for observing microphase
separated patterns and etching effects. This study provides further application of block copolymers on new materials for semiconductor
and other potential technological (e.g. sensor, energy storage) applications.
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1. Introduction
Moore’s law has been the driver for miniturization of electronic device elements since the 1960’s [1]. As scaling
advancements have slowed (due to diffraction limits), alternative patterning options are being explored. In particular, block
copolymers (BCPs) are being investigated extensively for dimensional scaling. There are numerous reviews of BCPs and
their uses [2], [3], [4]. BCPs are being used in many fields, notably as membranes, photonic crystals, electronic devices
due to their ability to be patterned over large areas with controllable dimesions. By means of self-assembly of block
copolymer films, promising developments have been made for the silicon microelectronics industry in recent years [5].
Broad information regarding the subject is present in the literature [6].
Graphene, is a promising material for applications in the electronics industry. After the Nobel prize winning discovery
of Geim and Novoselov, graphene is a major candidate to be used in the semiconductor industry due to its superior
properties such as thermal [7] and electrical [8] conductivity, mechanical strenght [9], … etc. Being a single-layered
material, it is composed of sp2 hybrid carbons, having hexagonal geometry. Since a graphene layer is one-atom thick
structure, it is described as a 2D material. Graphene is a very flexible material with a high specific surface area. However,
contrary to all these advantages, graphene’s lack of an usable band gap causes a serious problem for potential applications
in the semi-conductor industry. Thus, its band gap needs to be tailored [10]. Studies related to this issue have been
conducted [11]. Recently, directed self assembly (DSA) of BCPs on graphene chemical patterns has been studied [11] and
the results are of great importance for the future integration of graphene in the electronics industry. It is known that
graphene nanoarrays show semi-conducting properties with a maximum band gap of 1.3 eV [12].
With the aim of gaining optimum band gap in graphene, there is a clear need to control the graphene geometry is
required. In order to make these changes, nanopatterning techniques have been used. In order to integrate these patterned
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materials into device manufacture, industry compatible methods are neccessary, and here, we demonstrate the
feasibility of using BCP patterning towards graphene device fabrication.
Figure 1 displays the process flow empolyed in this work. The graphene layer which was synthesized by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique on Cu foil (Figure 1a) was transferred onto SiO2 coated Si (Si/SiO2)
(Figure 1b) layer. PS-b-PMMA BCP solutions were coated on the graphene layer. After the annealing processes,
highly ordered microphase separation was obtained. First a template was developed by selective etching of one of the
blocks forming the phase-separated BCP structure. This template acts as a mask for the transfer of the pattern to the
underlayer [13]. A metal salt inclusion technique was used to increase etch resistance of the PS pattern. In the
following step, the as-formed aluminium oxide based hard mask was etched, and, thus, graphene nanoarrays were
formed.

Fig. 1: Applied procedure in order to obtain graphene nanoarrays.

The band gap of graphene nanoarrays obtained after the etching steps is directly related to the molecular weights
of BCPs used at the initial step. Because of this reason, in order to reach smaller dimensions and to increase
sensitivity, blocks with smaller molecular weights are preferred. Graphene obtained as the result of all these processes
will possess a band-gap optimized structure and hence, carry promising physical properties for semi-conductor
industry applications. The aim of this study is to modify graphene chemistry and improve its electrical properties with
the help of the DSA technique.

2. Materials and Method
Graphene layers were coated on Si/SiO2 wafers by a CVD technique at 1000°C under 50mTorr pressure using
ethanol vapor as the carbon source, and Cu foil as the catalyst. 39.5kD-17.7kD poly(styrene)-block-poly(methacrylate)
(referred to as PS-b-PMMA) BCP was supplied from ARKEMA, France, PS-OH brush and 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA
BCP were supplied from Polymer Source Inc., Canada and were used as received. Brush and 37kD-37kD BCP
solutions were prepared as 1% (w/w) in toluene (Sigma Aldrich), 39kD-17.7kD BCP solutions were prepared as 1.5
(w/w) in toluene. All of the solutions were coated onto graphene layers at 3200 rpm for 30 seconds.
2.1. Microphase Separation using 37kD-37kD and 39.5 kD-17.7 kD PS-b-PMMA on Si Substrates
Linear (50% PS) brush coated samples were kept in a vacuum oven at 170°C for about 2 hours in order to modify
surface chemistry. The PS brush modification enables perpendicular orientation of lamellar features to the substrate
surface, after spin coating of the 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA BCP, and annealing at 240°C for 20 minutes on a hot plate,
AFM results show the highly ordered lamellar pattern obtained in Figure 2a and b.
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Fig. 2: (a) 1D and (b) 3D AFM images of surfaces coated and thermally annealed with 70% PS brush for 2 hours at
170°C, and coated with 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA and heated on hot plate at 240°C for 20 minutes, followed by 4minute wet etching with acetic acid.

On the other hand, cylindrical PS-OH brush coated sample was kept at 190°C, and after coating with 39.5kD-17.7kD,
hot plate annealing was done at 230°C. As shown in Figure 3, a perpendicular cylindrical pattern results after selfassembly. A sample line profile is given in Figure 3.
Mean: |-0.173| nm

Fig. 3: AFM profile of the surface coated and thermally annealed with PS-OH brush for 2 hours at 190°C, coated with
39.5kD-17.7kD PS-b-PMMA and heated on hot plate at 230°C for 20 minutes, followed by 3-minute wet etching with
acetic acid.

Table 1 shows the line profile values of substrates coated with PS-OH brush and 39.5kD-17.7kD BCP, and subsequently
wet etched using acetic acid between 1-10 minutes. It was observed that 3-4 minutes of interaction was optimum based on
the resolution of the AFM images which indicated good order and maximum contrast in the pattern. A more quantitative
study was carried out by measuring line profiles across the hexagonal pattern. This proved inconclusive except showing
that the process is complex. Results are shown in Table 1. We believe that the variation data shows that much of the
PMMA is etched in a very short time (1 min). However, the line profile differences then begin to decrease due either
swelling or a reaction with the PS. 5 mins represents the onset of acid induced damage to the film. After this, the
structural regularity begins to decrease as the damage increases leaving a highly roughened film as shown by the profiles.
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Table 1: Line profile values of substrates coated with PS-OH brush and 39.5kD-17.7kD BCP, and subsequently
wet etched for different intervals.
Time
(min)
1
2
3
5
6
7
10

Measurement 1
(nm)
|-4.331|
|-1.468|
|-0.173|
0.081
|-3.059|
|-0.930|
|-3.386|

Measurement 2
(nm)
|-3.483|
|-0.506|
|-0.972|
0.373
|-2.162|
|-1.603|
|-1.806|

Measurement 3
(nm)
|-3.269|
|-0.629|
|-0.854|
|-0.408|
|-1.056|
3.532
-

AVERAGE
(nm)
|-3.694|
|-0.868|
|-0.666|
0.287
|-2.092|
|-2.022|
|-2.596|

2.2. Studies on Graphene Coated Si Substrates
Graphene substrates were synthesized using CVD technique in the presence of ethyl alcohol. These surfaces, were
initially coated with polymer brush, annealed in the vacuum oven at 170ºC for lamellar patterns and 190ºC for cylindrical
patterns. Thus, Si-OH bonds were formed between the surface and the brush. Washing in toluene was carried out to
remove excess polymer brush from the surfaces. Then, the surfaces were dried with N2 flow and coated with PS-b-PMMA
BCP, annealed on hot plate at the desired temperatures and for the minutes optimized at the previous steps. Microphase
separation is obtained in much smaller times on the surfaces which were in direct thermal contact on hot plate.
As a summary, 50% PS brush coated graphene surfaces were annealed at 170ºC in a vacuum oven for 2 hours, and
after the BCP coating, surfaces were annealed at 240ºC on a hot plate. When graphene surfaces were thermally annealed
using these optimized parameters of studies made just like on Si/SiO2 surfaces, obtained AFM images are shown in Figure
4.
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b
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Fig. 4: (a) 1D, (b) 3D AFM topography images of 50% PS brush and 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA coated graphene surface, after
thermal annealing.

After thermal annealing step, graphene substrates coated with both of the polymer brush-BCP pairs were placed in a
UV/ozone cleaner for 30 seconds, thus, PS blocks were made more stable in acetic acid due to crosslinking. Later, surfaces
that were exposed to wet etching in acetic acid for 4 minutes, were immersed in pure water, and dried in N2 flow. AFM
images displayed in Figure 5 were taken after this process.
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Fig. 5: (a) 1D, (b) 3D AFM topography images of 50% PS brush and 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA coated graphene surface, after
thermal annealing and etching, (c) screenshot of the surface.

In order to include Al atoms into holes formed after the PMMA removal, the substrates were coated with
Al(NO3)3.9H2O solution prepared in ethanol, then the substrates were held in UV/ozone for 3 hours to remove polymer and
form the metal oxide. Al nanowires which obtained after the metal inclusion technique are shown in Figure 6. These metal
nanowires act as hard mask, and play key role in transfer of the obtained microphase pattern to underlayer. At the same
time, Al metal, as expressed at the beginning of the studies, have positive effects in increasing the conductivities of the
substrates [14], [15], [16].
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Fig. 6: (a) 1D, (b) 3D AFM topography images of 50% PS brush and 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA coated graphene surface, after
thermal annealing, etching, and metal inclusion, (c) screenshot of the surface.

In order to investigate the effect of UV/ozone treatment time on pattern structures of cross-linked PS segments after
etching with acetic acid, interaction time was increased to 40 and 50 seconds. Surfaces prepared for 40 seconds of
UV/ozone treatment are shown in Figure 7. Images obtained after 4-minute acetic acid etching are present in Figure 8.
Moreover, surface prepared to observe the differences formed when the UV/ozone exposure time was increased up to 50
seconds is given in Figures 9 and 10. Based on these AFM images, it was concluded that as cross-linking time increases,
solubility of PS blocks decrease and microphase separations are better on surfaces which were exposed to UV/ozone for 30
seconds.
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Fig. 7: (a) 1D, (b) 3D AFM topography images of 50% PS brush and 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA coated graphene surface after
thermal annealing, (c) screenshot of the surface. (These surfaces were prepared in order to be exposed to UV/O 3 for 40 seconds.)
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Fig. 8: (a) 1D, (b) 3D AFM topography images of 50% PS brush and 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA coated graphene surface after
thermal annealing, 40-second UV/O3 treatment and 4-minute acetic acid etching (c) screenshot of the surface.

AFM images present in Figure 9 show the surfaces treated in UV/ozone for 50 seconds. However after 40 seconds of
interaction on the surfaces, only 10 second-extra treatment made pretty hard to take the images. Another reason acting on
this situation is the possibility of degradation which could occur on the graphene surfaces.
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Fig. 9: (a) 1D, (b) 3D AFM topography images of 50% PS brush and 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA coated graphene surface after
thermal annealing, (c) screenshot of the surface. (These surfaces were prepared in order to be exposed to UV/O 3 for 50 seconds.)
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Fig. 10: (a) 1D, (b) 3D AFM topography images of 50% PS brush and 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA coated graphene surface after
thermal annealing, 50-second UV/O3 treatment and 4-minute acetic acid etching (c) screenshot of the surface.

50% PS brush and 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA coated graphene surface on which microphase separations and etching
steps were applied were characterized as in Figure 11. Height differences caused by the wet treatment can be seen.
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Fig. 11: (a) 1D, (b) 3D AFM topography images of 50% PS brush and 37kD-37kD PS-b-PMMA coated graphene surface after
thermal annealing, 50-second UV/O3 treatment and 4-minute acetic acid etching.

Although line patterns were obtained on graphene surfaces being exposed to 50 second UV/ozone, it was observed
that chains started to break. Because of this reason, in order to maintain the applicability of ongoing steps, it was decided
that optimum interaction time for the surfaces was 30 seconds in UV/ozone and procedure was continued after this
arrangement. It was concluded that only 10-second increases in order to maintain 40 and 50 seconds of interactions caused
more etching on the surface than the desired amount.

3. Conclusion
Symmetrical PS-b-PMMA blocks with 37kD-37kD molecular weight were chosen in order to obtain lamellar BCP
patterns, whereas 39.5kD-17.7kD for cylindrical patterns. Si/SiO2 substrates were coated with the convenient
(linear/cylindrical) brush and BCP using spin-coating technique at 3200 rpm for 30 seconds. By the help of thermal
annealing, patterning of polymer brush and blocks on the substrates at different temperatures was studied, after the
optimized microphase separations were obtained.
Effect of the brush choice on the microphase separation, and the importance of different polymer brush-BCP
combinations on the surface patterning were observed. It was concluded that same BCPs gave different microphase
patterns using 50% PS, 70% PS and PS-OH brushes, and it was possible to obtain microhase separations with desired
geometries when right duos match. Especially when polystyrene brush with hydroxy end group (PS-OH) was used, vertical
allignment could be achieved and it was observed that horizontal polymer blocks could be oriented vertically as the result
of the selective interaction with polymer brush. This situation can be expressed with one of the key principles ‘Like
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dissolves like’. From this point of view, similar structures on polymer brush and on block copolymers interact with
each other and thus, arrangements in morphology of the film occurs.
In addition to conventional use of vacuum oven, thanks to annealing process made on hot plate, clear microphase
separated images were obtained in much shorter time. This is because of the increase in mobility of the polymer
blocks. Microphase separated patterns could be observed by saving both on time and energy.
Prior to the etching step made using acetic acid, UV/ozone technique which decreases solubility of PS in acid by
increasing cross linking in the PS structure, was applied for 30-50 seconds and optimum cross-linking time was
determined as 30 seconds. Due to the damage caused in polymer chains during elongated times, optimization of the
treatment time in UV/ozone is of critical importance in terms of continuity of the process.
Metal salt inclusion technique was applied for the formation of Al nanowires and the hard mask. Al(NO3)3.9(H2O)
solutions prepared in ethanol were spin-coated on substrates which were microphase-separated and etched using acetic
acid post cross-linking, afterwards surfaces were held in UV/ozone system for 3 hours. At this step, space formed by
PMMA blocks was filled by aluminium and Al nanowires were obtained. These nanowires both act as hard mask and
enable the electrical conductivity on the substrate.
After process parameters were optimized on Si/SiO2 substrates, same steps were repeated on graphene coated
substrates.
Graphene surfaces on which Al nanowires formed are ready to be used for subsequent pattern transfer.
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